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There are thousands of ecommerce websites on internet. People design ecommerce website for
limited function or just a few specific options while some get them designed for dealing in business
sector with an effective reputation.  Following aspects should be considered while designing an E
commerce website because few negative factors can devalue the worth of your website.

Important factor in promotion of a business website is information about product. There should be
detailed information about which could be simple to understand. For online buying and selling
products website, design ecommerce website well so that it facilitates user. If you are fond of doing
online shopping then you should know that everyone likes a product that has more detailed
information about it at the site and attractive looks.

Every customer wants privacy and customer service facility which should be provided at every
online forum. If the website is not providing full contact information then it will definitely cast a bad
impact on customerâ€™s mind. This also causes less compliance and lack of trust on Website
Company. So, always design ecommerce website that offers full contact information and panel for
service of customer in a better way.

A very important thing that should also be considered is avoiding confusing statements and difficult
processes on the website. The more you include steps in using credit card or any complicated
procedure, the fewer customers will come on website. Easy and simple methods of transactions
should be included in the design of ecommerce website. Some online websites demand you to have
an online account for placing order of any item. Many customers take it as a time consuming
procedure and negative aspect of the virtual commerce market. Apart from that, you are needed to
do a perfect SEO of such website in order to sell the product. The unprofessional SEO tactics may
stop the flow of customers towards website.

Another factor that is responsible for heavy traffic toward your business website is using clear, neat,
high graphic and cool images of products. Tiny images give a negative look that doesnâ€™t facilitate
online shopping. Another related factor that decreases traffic is using only a single image of product.
Multiple images always fascinate customer and increase stay time on your site that in return
increases customer attention towards your website and give your business a boom. Poor payment
cart design also decreases traffic and customer response. Confusing and complex navigation
should not be present in your business website as it decreases user or customer stay time. Finally
there should be multiple payment options just to facilitate all type of customers using different
methods of payments.
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